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“That’s great. But 
where do I start?” 



WHAT WE DO.
We are the only objective, federally funded technical services group for manufacturers in
West Michigan. We provide trusted, proven training solutions—from the executive office,
to the plant floor, to the shipping dock. Talk to us about how we can help with:

• Assessment Tools
• Growth and Innovation
• Continuous Improvement (Lean) Solutions
• Quality and Safe Food Management
• Environmental, Health and Safety

THE SUPPORT YOU NEED,
WHEN YOU NEED IT.
Today, being a successful manufacturer requires more than simply taking and fulfilling orders.
To be a leader, your company must work to continually improve all aspects of your business
from customer service and bidding processes to optimizing production capacity and overall
profitability. MMTC-West can get you there. Our programs and services will help you:

• Increase Revenue and Profitability
• Improve Competitiveness
• Accelerate Speed to Market
• Improve Customer Responsiveness
• Increase Production Capacity
• Increase Cost Measurement Accuracy





• Price of automation is falling.

• Tax breaks in new law.

• West Michigan is a hub. 



• Suppliers too busy.

• Lack of internal resources.

• Lack of external resources. 



Automation 
Sentiment
Survey



Why have you considered investing in manufacturing?



What type of automation do you plan to install? 



What concerns do you have about automation? 



Where do you receive automation information, training? 



“That’s great. But 
where do I start?” 



About DISHER
DISHER is a nationally recognized product development,                  
talent attraction, and business consulting firm. 

Since 2000, DISHER has helped hundreds of companies, suppliers, 
and independent inventors successfully discover, design, engineer, 
and manufacture high-impact products and services.



Nationally Recognized Great Place to Work



Making a Positive Difference®



Automation is 
here to stay.



The Cost of Automation is Declining

Source:  
https://ark-invest.com/research/in
dustrial-robot-costs#fnref-23911-3



U.S. Manufacturing 
is Growing



U.S. Factory Growth Confirmed at Near 3-Yr High

Source: 
https://electrek.co/2016/06
/13/tesla-production-rate-2
000-cars-week/



The talent gap is 
growing wider 
every day.



Labor Shortage Puts Drag on Michigan’s 
Fastest Growing Region

Allegan and Ottawa County
• A lack of needed labor was the main barrier for 72% of those companies
• 76% of the employers said they had problems recruiting new employees 
• A lack of skilled production workers was cited by 37%
• A lack of engineers was cited by 28%
• 13% of the responding companies reported a lack of unskilled labor

Source: 
http://www.mlive.com/business/west-michigan/index.ssf/2016/08/labor_shortages_put
_a_drag_on.html



Manufacturing Challenges

The Labor Market is Tight
[but automation is becoming cheaper]

Productivity Demands Continue to Increase

Quality and Delivery are Key to Growth

1

2

3



Enter into the 
automation
landscape.



Enter the Automation Landscape

• Learn the Lingo
• Grow and Train Your Team
• Network with People (not just machines)
• Ruthlessly Find and Reduce Waste
• Improve Productivity
• Invest with Wisdom
• Be Fearlessly Creative
• Become Holistic Change Agents



What Outcomes are at Stake?
• Increased Productivity
• Engaged and Redeployed Workforce
• Deeper Understanding of Operations
• Safer and More Pleasant Workplaces
• Experienced Workers Leaving a Legacy
• Culture of Training/Learning



Learn the Lingo.
Grow and Train Your Team
Network with People (not just 
machines)
Ruthlessly Find and Reduce Waste
Improve Productivity
Invest with Wisdom
Be Fearlessly Creative
Become Holistic Change Agents



Title
Sub



Learn the Lingo

Source: 
https://library.automation
direct.com/a-guide-to-co
mmon-automation-terms-i
ssue-7-2006/

Robot Programmable machine that carries out a 
complex series of actions/movement on two 
or more axes. Gantry, SCARA, Articulated 
(arm)

Proximity 
Sensors

Detect the presence or absence of objects using 
electromagnetic fields, light, and sound. Suited to 
specific applications and environments. Inductive, 
Capacitive, Photoelectric, and Ultrasonic

Cobot Robot to be used without the use of guarding 
or other safety mechanisms. Generally easier 
to program but can be more difficult to 
integrate

SCADA Systems sampling signals that measure real world 
physical conditions and converting the resulting 
samples into digital numeric values that can be 
manipulated by a computer

CNC Computer numeric control - automation of 
machine tools by means of computers 
executing pre-programmed sequences of 
machine control commands.

2D Barcode / 
RFID

Optical, machine-readable, representation of data 
including part numbers, serial numbers, etc 
1D (linear) vs. 2D (matrix). Data Matrix, QR, Aztec
RFID – Radio frequency identification

PLC / PAC Ruggedized industrial computer for the 
control of manufacturing processes, high 
reliability control, ease of programming, 
process fault diagnosis

VFD Adjustable-speed drive used in electro-mechanical 
drive systems to control AC motor speed and torque by 
varying motor input frequency and voltage

Ladder 
Logic

Programmable controller language that uses 
contacts and coils to define a control 
sequence.

EoAT End of a robot arm or automated system which picks up 
a part or otherwise interacts with the environment

I/O Inputs and outputs, usually into a PLC or 
other system. Analog/Digital, Serial/Parallel Vision Technology that enables a computing device to inspect, 

evaluate and identify still or moving images

Integrators Company that specializes in bringing together 
component subsystems into a whole and 
ensuring that those subsystems function 
together, especially as machines

PID Proportional, integral, derivative - Control algorithm 
that is used to closely control processes such as 
temperature, mixture, position, and velocity 



Learn the Lingo



Learn the Lingo



Learn the Lingo



Learn the Lingo



Learn the Lingo



Learn the Lingo



The 4th Industrial Revolution



Learn the Lingo

Grow and Train 
Your Team.
Network with People (not just 
machines)
Ruthlessly Find and Reduce Waste
Improve Productivity
Invest with Wisdom
Be Fearlessly Creative
Become Holistic Change Agents



Bridging the Gap



U.S. Adults Participating in the Workforce
1890-2016

Source: 
https://www.ted.com/talks/olivier
_scalabre_the_next_manufacturing
_revolution_is_here/up-next



Empowering Millennials to Help Bridge 
the Manufacturing Gap 
With 419,000 unfilled jobs in the manufacturing industry as of 2017       
(as reported by the U.S. Department of Labor), it is clear that Gen Xers 
and baby boomers will have no choice but to share the workspace 
with millennials. And it’s not enough for businesses to simply “put up” 
with their younger co-workers and hope for the best–– 
to stay competitive and to ensure a seamless transfer of knowledge, 
older generations must empower them.

Source: 
https://www.mscdirect.com/betterMRO/metalworking/how-empowering-millennial
s-can-help-bridge-manufacturing-skills-gap



TWI and Kata Coaching



Grow and Train Your Team



Learn the Lingo.
Grow and Train Your Team

Network with 
People (not just 
machines).
Ruthlessly Find and Reduce Waste
Improve Productivity
Invest with Wisdom
Be Fearlessly Creative
Become Holistic Change Agents



User Groups – The Right Place, MMTC West

• Lean Culture

• Supervisor Leadership

• Plant Managers Network

• Shop Floor Lean

• Manufacturing Systems and 
Automation



Learning Opportunities
➢ Automation – Robotics

Infrastructure requirements / needs for adding automation

➢ Camera/Vision Systems

➢ PLC, HMI, Networking/Cloud

➢ Packaging Automation

➢ LEAN Tools/Practices
Time study; Poke Yoke - Mistake proofing through automation

➢ Project Management Tools
Vendors/suppliers for automation or services
Automation management

➢ Problem-Solving Skills 

➢ Automated packaging solutions

➢ Product Quality Process Monitoring

➢ Flexible / low cost automation

➢ Quality Engineering 
Design quality into the process.

➢ GD&T 

➢ Networking/Cloud ERP-based Production Process 
Monitoring

➢ IoT

➢ Machine Build Specification and Buy-off Criteria 

➢ Vendors for Automation & Best Practices

➢ Cost Justification of Automation Flexible 

➢ Automation - Reuse for Different Products 

➢ Skilled Trades Organization 
Toolmaker, electrician, maintenance 

➢ RFID on Finished Products

➢ Using Automation at $75-$200k



Seminars



Conferences, Websites, Publications
• The Automation Conference (Siemens)
• Automation Fair (Rockwell Automation)
• FabTech
• IMTS
• Lunch & Learns/Local Automation Integrators
• Networking at Local Companies

• Automation.com
• Machinedesign.com
• Automationdirect.com
• Controldesign.com
• Vendor Websites



Learn the Lingo.
Grow and Train Your Team
Network with People (not just 
machines)

Ruthlessly Find and 
Reduce Waste.
Improve Productivity
Invest with Wisdom
Be Fearlessly Creative
Become Holistic Change Agents



Reduce the Waste of…

1. Correction
2. Overproduction
3. Processing
4. Transportation
5. Inventory
6. Motion
7. Waiting



Types of Waste

Type I – Non-value added but required
• Example: meeting regulations
• Business Value Add – Taking Data

Type II – Unnecessary non-value added 
actions as perceived by the customer

• Reduce or eliminate this

Waste is an activity – never a person!



Learn the Lingo.
Grow and Train Your Team
Network with People (not just 
machines)
Ruthlessly Find and Reduce Waste

Improve 
Productivity.
Invest with Wisdom
Be Fearlessly Creative
Become Holistic Change Agents



The Productivity Assessment Process



The Toyota Production System
DISHER’s Productivity Assessment applies the Toyota Production System 
(TPS) coupled with years of automation experience. Using the combined 
approach of TPS and automation, we have found no better system for 
improving and operating a manufacturing entity.  

This systematic method focuses on two values:

• Respect for People  
“The Toyota style is not to create results by working hard. It is a system that says there is no limit to 

people's creativity. People don't go to Toyota to 'work' they go there to 'think’.”    - Taiichi Ohno

• Reducing Waste
Eliminate all possible non-value added activity before considering automation. If not done in the 

proper sequence, the automation effort will result in the automation of waste.



Observations / Pictures
Line Balance / Downtime
• Cross-train team members to flex and rotate among stations
• Balance the line during a changeover from one product to the next
• Helps ergonomically to reduce repetitive motion
• Goal would be to reduce “transition time” and balance workloads

Scheduling and Sequencing
• Typically mid-mix, mid-volume
• A deep-dive into scheduling & sequencing the line could be done
• This should involve line team member training 
• Work to optimize the schedule every day



Observations / Pictures
Visual Standard Work and BOM
• Lack of visual standard work instructions and BOM 

leave operators with “tribal knowledge”

Automate Thread Taping
• Purchase a thread tape machine or leverage supplier 

to relieve a repetitive task from a team member
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gv8m8vvnhkM

Automate Hose Pulling
• Automate the hose reel operation with a dedicated 

piece of equipment

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gv8m8vvnhkM


Safety and Ergonomics
Safety

• No major safety concerns were identified

Ergonomics
• Large and heavy box sizes should utilize team 

lifts or lift assist devices



Top 3 Productivity Recommendations
1. Consider creating a value stream map for the line.  Study your highest volume part, create 

a current state flow. Identify total cycle time, inventory areas, material movements, and 
create a future state map. This will naturally drive other actions including cycle time 
studies, standard work, quality improvements, etc.

2. At the same time, study the interactions of the product mix and scheduling. Sequence 
parts in such a way that the line is balanced throughout each day. Less complexity for a 
block of time, more for a block of time, etc. will help with scheduling resources and 
maintenance as well.

3. Once low hanging waste is eliminated, consider automating or leveraging a supplier for 
both thread taping and hose pulling/cutting.



“When the process is thoroughly 
simplified, machines can take over.” – 
Mitsuru Kawai, Toyota

When you have removed waste from the 
process then you should automate within 
your means.



Learn the Lingo.
Grow and Train Your Team
Network with People (not just machines)
Ruthlessly Find and Reduce Waste
Improve Productivity

Invest with Wisdom.
Be Fearlessly Creative
Become Holistic Change Agents



What is the Total Cost of Automation?
Things to Consider When Investing:
• Space planning
• Power requirements (air/electric-need 

new drops?)
• Safety integration
• Flow into and out of the cell
• Design investment (mechanical/controls)
• Build and install investment
• Training / personnel change
• Expected maintenance /service fees

Specify your requirements

The first and foremost (costly) 
pitfall is not defining the 
problem and the requirements 
as clearly as you can up front



What is the Total Cost of Automation?
Investment Expectations:
• Low: ($50k) Med: ($250k) High: ($1M)
• ROI – 1.2-2 years for automotive
• ROI – 2-5 years for long term processing 

equipment (>10 years)

• Hard costs: power, equipment, service
• Soft costs: culture/paradigm shift, ownership
• Start small, re-design a small cell or process, 

make small improvements
• Are you capable of design / build?



Example ROI Cost - Robot
Total System Cost $250,000

One robot in system

Expected usage per year

Days/week 5

Hours/day 16

Weeks/year 50

Hours/year 4000

FTE 2

Operator cost / year $50,000

Labor cost to maintain system -$10,000

Operator cost to work on robot

Other benefits (per year) 

Productivity Gain 15%

Scrap savings $5,000

Material savings $4,000

Other costs (per year)

Power requirements increase -$1,000

Yearly Maintenance -$2,000

Service fees -$1,000

ROI After Year 1 $124,950

ROI After Year 2 $18,658

ROI After Year 3 -$71,691



“Justification should be a STRATEGIC decision made by informed management that balances the 
short-term goal of SURVIVAL with the longer-term goal of GROWTH to posture a company for 
competitive advantage. It should not be relegated to an accounting function without foresight of 
long-term strategy.”

Source: 
https://www.robotics.org/content-detail.cfm
/Industrial-Robotics-Industry-Insights/Calcula
ting-Your-ROI-for-Robotic-Automation-Cost-v
s-Cash-Flow/content_id/5285



Learn the Lingo.
Grow and Train Your Team
Network with People (not just machines)
Ruthlessly Find and Reduce Waste
Improve Productivity
Invest with Wisdom.

Be Fearlessly 
Creative.
Become Holistic Change Agents



Be Fearlessly Creative
• No one knows your business exactly like you - don't be afraid to try something new.
• Trying a new process, sensor, idea should be encouraged. 

• Start small, prove it out, do the engineering work.
• The best ideas come from those closest to the work – often with a little polishing
• Prove something out manually, reduce waste, then automate
• Too large of an investment upfront is a pitfall.  

• Be creative but be wise. Have suppliers help prove out a concept before you buy.
• Come to the table with ideas for design of automation and be open to new ones
• Automation Design Experts 
• Integrators and Machine Builders
• Cross industry exposure spurs innovation
• Retool an existing process



Karakuri-Kaizen
1. Don’t use the human hand. Move 

objects automatically.
2. Don’t spend money.
3. Use the force of your equipment.
4. Build it with the wisdom and creativity 

of the people of the shop floor.
5. For safety,  don’t just rely on paying 

attention but build a device that stops 
automatically.

Source: 
https://michelbaudin.com/2013/09/17/what-is-karakur
i-kaizen

https://michelbaudin.com/2013/09/17/what-is-karakuri-kaizen/
https://michelbaudin.com/2013/09/17/what-is-karakuri-kaizen/
https://michelbaudin.com/2013/09/17/what-is-karakuri-kaizen/




Where to Start

• Jobs that NO ONE wants to do:
unsafe, ergonomically difficult, boring, manual, 

etc.
• Easy, repeatable motion
• Easily maintained equipment
• Families of parts
• Largest volume 



Learn the Lingo.
Grow and Train Your Team
Network with People (not just machines)
Ruthlessly Find and Reduce Waste
Improve Productivity
Invest with Wisdom.
Be Fearlessly Creative.

Become Holistic 
Change Agents.



Becoming Holistic Change Agents
• Just because you can doesn’t mean you should

• What are your… “woulds, coulds, and shoulds?” 
• What would you do without any guidance?

• What could you do with training, investment?

• What should you do knowing what you know now?

• The very best outcomes come from the very best investments up front: 
people, machines, layouts, processes, automation

• The best change agents come from within, often on a shop floor

• Empowerment is key

• Partner, don’t command.



What will 
you do now?



Enter into the Automation Landscape!
• Learn the Lingo

• Grow and Train Your Team

• Network People (not just machines)

• Ruthlessly Find and Reduce Waste

• Improve Productivity

• Invest with Wisdom

• Be Fearlessly Creative

• Become Holistic Change Agents



Thank you.

info@disher.com | disher.com

DISHER Zeeland | Headquarters
201 W. Washington Ave., Suite 230
Zeeland, MI 49424

616.748.6915

DISHER Ann Arbor
3940 Ranchero Dr., Suite 150
Ann Arbor, MI 48108

616.748.6915

DISHER Indianapolis
310 N. Alabama St., Suite 230
Indianapolis, IN 46204

317.983.1424




